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How To Seduce A Bored Housewife [Via Text]

Face it- lots of wives are bored out of their mind
because marriage in itself, is a domain which
accompanies boredom.

With matrimony comes a sense of settlement.

“Settled” breeds boredom, especially for a woman who
had married young.

When it comes to seducing women who are married, I
have a motto: “If she cheats; then the marriage wasn’t
meant to be”.

All the better for the husband’s psychological well-being
if he does find out that his wife has been screwing some
pick-up artist.

Plus he gets to avoid any drawn-out headache, divorces
her, finds a another woman and hopes for the best next
time.

Therefore, I have no ethical qualms when it comes to
sleeping with married women. I somehow feel as though
I’m doing the husband a favor in exposing his harlot wife.

Furthermore, the onus is on the wife, and she is the
guilty party at the end of the day.

Let’s Proceed.

Some time last year, I’d picked up a random 26 year-old
housewife on the streets [unknowing upon the approach
that she was married].

Quick note: I get excited from the thought of shagging
married women for the mere fact that they are forbidden
fruit, which heightens the (sexual) tension for both
parties.
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This should make you realize why women are so
enthralled by soap opera which is littered with infidelity,
forbidden acts and other elicit content which women are
drawn to.

Anyway, so during the pickup, I spotted the wedding
band on her finger, asked if she was married, she
confirms, I get excited, then proceeded. Got her digits
and began to work the text game via Whatsapp
messenger.

Quick note: texting is the worst way in which to get to
know someone and to hook up. However, in the case of
a stay-at-home wife and married women in general,
texting may be the most feasible and exceptional option,
which is why I chose to engage her through text
opposed to phone conversation…plus the husband was
in the house at the time we texted.

The actual chat log is posted below.

H O W  T OS E D U C E  AB O R E DH O U S E W I F E
Fore-note: I used lots of NLP [Neuro-Linguistic
Programming] and psychological-persuasion tactics
such as Fractionation, in order to reel her in.

By the way, this chat took place back in 2013, but the
relevancy is still obvious nevertheless.

Below each chat sequence ["in red text"], I will note
what’s taking place on a sub-communication and
technique level.

Bear in mind: every single thing I say to her is strategic
and has a powerful purpose towards seducing her.

The text conversation (our first) began on the note of
“trust”, where she was saying that men aren’t to be
trusted and she doesn’t know if I’m an exception.

3/5/2013 17:12: SocialKenny: Tell me. You think I’m
like the others who will kiss and tell?

[I purposely use the word "Kiss" so that the action of
"Kissing" gets embedded into her sub-conscience]

3/5/2013 16:53: *******: I really don’t know and I would
be lying if I said yes

3/5/2013 17:24: SocialKenny: I like that answer

[I reward her for not judging me]

3/5/2013 16:57: *******: K

3/5/2013 17:27: SocialKenny : Whatever interaction I
have with a chick, is just between us

[I'm planting the seed in her head that it's "SAFE" to
interact with me. Safety, or lack thereof, is the main
reason why a married girl may not open up]

3/5/2013 17:09: *******: I have no doubts that that’s the
way you are.
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3/5/2013 17:40: SocialKenny: What’s your take on
guys who kiss and tell?

3/5/2013 17:48: *******: I hate men like that. It sicks my
stomach

3/5/2013 18:18: SocialKenny: Lol

3/5/2013 17:50: *******: I just call them dogs

3/5/2013 18:18: SocialKenny: At least we on same
page, but I’d call them dirty dogs!

[I'm reinforcing that I'm not a guy who would kiss and
tell nor shame her]

3/5/2013 17:51: *******: Low down

3/5/2013 18:20: SocialKenny: Ever dated a guy like
that who chatted after hooking up with u?

3/5/2013 18:12: *******: Yes

3/5/2013 18:13: *******: I dislike some man for that big
time

3/5/2013 18:45: SocialKenny: I feel you. This was
back in school or after?

3/5/2013 18:17: *******: Back then

[This' a powerful-dark seduction technique where you
get the girl to talk or think about something negative
which occurred in her life, as to make her become
emotional...which builds trust]

3/5/2013 18:48: SocialKenny: Men you shouldn’t trust.
It’s only a rare guy who you can trust. I mean RARE as
hell!!!

[I'm planting the seed that men shouldn't be trusted:
including her husband. With her feeling that men
cannot be trusted, she'll begin to question her
husband's fidelity. When I said "Rare", I positioned
myself as the rare guy whom she can trust]

3/5/2013 18:55: SocialKenny: You wouldn’t know this,
but I don’t keep many friends at all.

[I'm reinforcing that "When" (and not "if") she sleeps
with me, she doesn't have to worry about me telling my
friends how much of an infidel slut she is (albeit she
doesn't know my social group)]

3/5/2013 18:56: SocialKenny: And I sense something
about you, that you don’t be hanging with lots of girls
neither.

[This seduction technique is called "Projecting" and
"Cold Reading"]

3/5/2013 18:41: *******: I rather keep to myself

[She confirms that my Cold Read was accurate about
her. This is building rapport and comfort whenever the
girl strikes commonality with you]

3/5/2013 19:10: SocialKenny: That’s good. We have
something else in common

3/5/2013 18:43: *******: Yes and I have learnt my
lesson
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3/5/2013 19:12: SocialKenny: We have a lot in
common. I wonder what that means

3/5/2013 18:44: *******: Two ppl with alot in common I
guess

3/5/2013 19:13: SocialKenny: That’s saying a lot
because I never meet girls I have things in common
with. How often you come across someone with lots in
common?

[I'm creating a narrative that I'm that rare and special
kinda guy]

3/5/2013 18:50: *******: Not often

3/5/2013 19:28: SocialKenny: It makes me curious to
know more. Like a certain flavor of ice cream, or how
tasty that ice cream is.

[I'm veering off into the abstract and using heavy
doses of "Illogics" to confuse her thoughts. I'm also
getting sexual by inserting the words "Tasty and "Ice
Cream" ]

3/5/2013 19:08: *******: I See

3/5/2013 19:40: SocialKenny: I’d really wanna know
what it tastes like deep on the inside

[I'm sexually escalating and baiting her into having
sexual thoughts]

3/5/2013 19:16: *******: Deep on what inside?

[She's now engaged and baited into sexual thoughts]

3/5/2013 19:45: SocialKenny: Deep inside of you

3/5/2013 19:21: *******: What happened to your girl?

[I told her I have a girlfriend, in order to build pre-
selection]

3/5/2013 19:49: SocialKenny: This is just fantasy.
Bear with me

3/5/2013 19:22: *******: Watch you don’t cum on
yourself

3/5/2013 19:51: SocialKenny: Lol Crack me up. If I’m
moving way too fast, plz stop me.

3/5/2013 19:29: *******: Usually when people fantasize
nobody knows cause they keep it to themselves

3/5/2013 19:59: SocialKenny: So true. I want you to
fantasize about 1 thing right now

3/5/2013 19:33: *******: Which is?

3/5/2013 20:02: SocialKenny: Me going down on you

3/5/2013 19:36: *******: Your making me feel
uncomfortable

3/5/2013 20:05: SocialKenny: Don’t. I understand the
situation

3/5/2013 20:05: *******: Do you?

[If you understand advanced NLP tactics, you will
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notice my use of embedded commands and loaded
phrases]

3/5/2013 20:06: SocialKenny: Things are just Hard to
bottle up and not Release

3/5/2013 20:21: SocialKenny: I want you to think about
some of the things I just said and not to just brush
things off.

3/6/2013 07:27: *******: Gm

3/6/2013 07:28: *******: Why do you want me to think
about what you said

3/6/2013 07:28: *******: ?

[Sure sign of her interest being that she contacted me
so early in the morning the following day]

3/6/2013 08:01: SocialKenny: Too complicated right
now. Just 1 of those things

[I feigned vague and ambiguous in order to reel her in
even more. She's totally invested at this point]

3/6/2013 07:37: *******: That’s not normal

3/6/2013 08:07: SocialKenny: Should everything in life
have a clear answer?

3/6/2013 07:39: *******: Not at the days time but yes

3/6/2013 08:08: SocialKenny: You believe I’m holding
back?

3/6/2013 07:48: *******: Never said that

3/6/2013 08:21: SocialKenny: Don’t want u getting too
uncomfortable, so that’s why I may hold back

[Turning the comfort issue around on her]

3/6/2013 08:25: SocialKenny: But it makes me feel
weird to hold back since I’m a guy who speaks his
mind and go for what he believes and desires

3/6/2013 08:10: *******: How come your telling me this
now?

3/6/2013 08:40: SocialKenny: It feels right. I didn’t
necessary choose this

[At this point, I'm killing her with more ambiguous
statement which will deepen her interest in me. The
objective is to make her confused.]

3/6/2013 09:37: *******: Ok

3/6/2013 10:02: *******: Am just lost

3/6/2013 10:33: SocialKenny: What confuses you?

3/6/2013 10:35: *******: Some contradictions I guess
and things I would want to know

[This is the power of being contradictive, vague,
puzzling and hard to read. The more you appear this
way, the greater your chances increase to seducing
the girl to bed. Hence, you always want to confuse
her. She now wants to know more about me, which
further deepens her interest]
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3/7/2013 07:00: Socialkenny: I want to see you again
soon

3/7/2013 07:10: *******: What’s the reason?

3/7/2013 07:11: Socialkenny: To fuck you

[Purposely heightening the sexual tension to further
confuse her logics]

3/7/2013 07:12: *******: lmao

3/7/2013 07:13: Socialkenny: I’m sorry. I apologize for
saying that. Sorry!

[This seduction tactic of using "Apology" after a
sexualized statement, is a VERY powerful tactic]

3/7/2013 07:16: *******: That’s what you meant to say.

3/7/2013 07:20: Socialkenny: I do want to fuck you,
but I don’t expect to treat you like a slut.

3/7/2013 07:21: *******: But you know my situation. It’s
hard to get away.

[Her situation meaning marriage and living with her
husband. Being a housewife, it's hard for her to get
away]

3/7/2013 07:23: Socialkenny: Listen, I don’t want to
get you in trouble

[I feign as though I care about her situation, which
forces her to rebut. This' a powerful seduction
technique]

3/7/2013 07:23: *******: what do you mean? I’m
allowed to have friends.

3/7/2013 07:25: Socialkenny: You’re saying that now
but won’t stick by it.

3/7/2013 07:26: *******: I promise I can. If I’m not
allowed to have friends then I wouldn’t be talking to
you right now

[Note: she says "friends" but she understands that I
mean "fuck friends". Hence, she's subconscious led to
agreeing to be my fuck-friend. Powerful seduction
tactic again]

3/7/2013 07:30: Socialkenny: It’s too risky for us to
meet, and knowing what I want to do to you. Too risky.

[I play it up a lot by pretending as though sex/meeting
up would be a terrible idea. Notice how this strategy
forces her to want to meet me] 

3/7/2013 07:31: *******: No is not. It will feel
uncomfortable but I don’t know.

[She now justifies to herself that we can meet
up...knowing my only intention is to fuck her.]

Ok guys, that’s just a fraction of the chat log which
extended some days…which goes to show how bored
she was and in need of attention which she wasn’t
getting.
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I slept with her days later…might I add.

A very powerful chat dialogue via texting. It started out
with her feeling uncomfortable with my sexual dialogue.
Following day, she contacts me. The day after, she’s
virtually begging to meet me.

How powerful is that?

You may want to read: Forbidden Seduction NLP
patterns: The Shadow and the Rising Sun.

Quick note: when it comes to sleeping with wives, you
may be required to double down on “Building Trust”,
since being exposed as an adulterous harlot, is a
married woman’s worst nightmare. Hence, she has to
know that she can trust you arduously, which is why I
kept stressing the trust issue so that she knows I can be
trusted! 

Another note: “Comfort” factor is huge also! In the initial
stage of trying to hook up, it’s very common that she (the
housewife) will have become uncomfortable with the
topic of sex and hooking up (just as you seen in the
chat). So just be aware of this happening while taking 2
steps forward and 1 step backward whenever escalating
sexually over text.

Although the chat might have been seen rocky to most
guys. The question is, did it work? First thing the
following morning, she texted me (“GM”). Sure sign that
she wasn’t turned off by the sexual chat, although she
felt somewhat uncomfortable.

There are many variables when it comes to texting and
seducing married women, unlike single women who live
alone and don’t have to wonder who’s lurking in the
background.

Certain things to take into account (in regards to a
housewife):

    •Lives with a husband
    •Has less privacy
    •Most likely has kid(s)
    •More responsibilities (chores)
    •Unlikely to go on a date with you

Saying that to say, a different set of Game and approach
is required in taking her to bed.

General rule in the seduction community when it comes
to texting girls is that you should NOT over text, nor
should you be messaging back and forth for long
duration of time (which I contradicted in the chat log
above).

However, when it comes to (bored) housewives: those
general text-game rules do NOT apply.

They can be broken, and MUST be broken in order to
effectively seduce a bored housewife to bed.

The dynamics are radically different in the case of
spinsters (unmarried girls).

Why are they different?

    1.) A girl who’s married has LESS potential
opportunities of being courted.

    2.) Her desirability in the eyes of other men, will have
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diminished in comparison to single women.

    3.) She cannot play the field anymore (at least not
outright).

    4.) As a guy who’s trying to seduce her; you will have
had LESS competition as when seducing a girl who’s
single and overtly playing the field.

Taking all 4 bullet points into consideration, a housewife
doesn’t have an infinite amount of options in men, which
means she’s less likely to play the numbers game, and
is also less likely to outright ignore your text messages
(on purpose) as single women are liable to do.

A housewife will usually latch onto every extramarital
attention she gets because it’s few and far between, and
her husband most likely doesn’t pay her any attention.

Hooking Up With A Bored
Housewife
Possibly the only way to seal the deal and hook up with
a bored housewife whom you’ve been corresponding
with, is a quick meet-up/rendezvous, either:

*At your home

*At your workplace

*Or at her workplace [think quick bathroom-fuck]

It is highly unlikely that she will invite you to her place…
unless the husband is out of town and her neighbors
aren’t the nosy type [I'd gotten away with this a time or
2].

More often than not, the most practical opportunity is to
stop by her workplace (presuming she works) and to
fuck her in the restroom or anywhere where privacy
permits. Or get her to come by your workplace and fuck
her in the bathroom there or…wherever feasible.

Whichever way it goes down: it will have to be quick!

These women are limited on free time. And since they’re
engaged in the deplorable act of infidelity, they would
want to get it over with quick, fast and in a fucking hurry
as to avoid feeling slutty and to possibly back out
altogether! So for the guy, it is to his advantage to waste
no time once he does get her in a compromising
location.

Think back to the 2002 film, “Unfaithful”, starring
Richard Gere, where his wife [played by Diane Lane]
had a steamy-adulterous affair with a random-French
rake whom she’d met by chance in Manhattan.
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The incident which led them to each other was a literal
slip-and-fall accident where Connie [the cheating wife]
had fell and bruised herself on the sidewalk.

The French rake then insists that he helps her to clean
herself up. They went into closed quarters and the
Frenchman advanced on her sexually, which made her
very uncomfortable.

They met again, he tried advancing sexually, she gets
scared off, met again, then the third time, she
succumbed to his sexual advances.

Such is the way to seduce a housewife: rapid, physical
and sexual escalation upon intervals.

She doesn’t have all night or day to linger at your place
since she has a husband to contend with (likely kids
also). Therefore, brief encounters will be the only
chance of having sex with a housewife.

Another great opportunity will present itself whenever
the housewife has to run errands or to take care of some
chores which require her to leave the home: perhaps to
grab some grocery to do some banking.

Assuming she doesn’t work, she can always hide under
the guise of picking up groceries, while quickly dropping
by your home (or workplace) to see you…for sex.

Now, presuming she is employed outside of the home
and has a day job, she can always during her lunch
period, sneak off to see you without anyone knowing.

A date type of setup will have been almost impossible,
too risky and downright stupid. So always opt for the
previous logistics I stated.

Overall, I’m qualified to speak on the subject because
I’ve had my share of married poon over the years…a fair
amount of married poon to be exact! 

Married women are arguably the easiest to take to
bed…from my experience.

Not only are they generally bored and jaded in marriage,
but their husband are usually preoccupied with other
ventures such as work and watching sports with the
other loser husbands.

Favorable logistics, or the lack thereof, will almost
always be the stumbling-block in the way of sleeping
with a housewife.

I’ve yet to meet a married woman, who after sleeping
with me, felt that she had wronged her husband or that
she’d done something wrong at all.

Her biggest concern and dilemma was how to prolong
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      Rate This

this adulterous affair without getting caught.

Therefore, it’s never about her being married, having a
husband and partaking in an act which could possibly
get her tossed into the pits of hell…that’s if she
subscribes to religion.

With that, if a housewife or any married woman for that
matter, decides to entertain the possibility of sex with
me: it is all fair game and I wouldn’t hesitate a second to
take her to bed!

Rate this:
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